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Chief Kerr Putney 

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 

601 East Trade Street, 3rd floor 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

 Re: Iaroslav Mosiiuk Death Investigation 

 

Dear Chief Putney: 

 

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 7A-61, my office has reviewed the investigation surrounding the 

shooting death of Iaroslav Mosiiuk on March 8, 2017.  The case was investigated under 

complaint number 20170308125800.  The purpose of this review was to examine whether the 

conduct of CMPD Officer Brian Walsh was unlawful.  Faced with a man who placed himself in a 

firing position and pointed a rifle at the back of a fellow officer, who was running for cover, 

Officer Walsh’s actions on March 8, 2017, were in conformity with the laws of North Carolina, 

and it is my conclusion that his use of deadly force was justified.  

 

 This letter specifically does not address issues relating to tactics or whether officers 

followed correct police procedures or CMPD Directives.   

 

I, along with Assistant District Attorney Bill Stetzer, supervisor of my Homicide Team, 

responded to the scene of this incident and watched the interviews of pertinent witnesses.  I 

personally reviewed the investigative file provided by the CMPD.  Finally, consistent with the 

District Attorney’s Office Officer-Involved Shooting Protocol, this case was presented to the 

District Attorney’s Homicide Team, which is comprised of the office’s most experienced 

prosecutors.   

 

 

A. The role of the District Attorney under North Carolina law 

 

The District Attorney (DA) for the 26th Prosecutorial District is a state official and, as 

such, does not answer to city or county governments within the prosecutorial district. The DA is 
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the chief law enforcement official of the 26th Judicial District, the boundaries of which are the 

same as the County of Mecklenburg.  The DA has no administrative authority or control over the 

personnel of the CMPD or other police agencies within the jurisdiction.  That authority and 

control resides with each city or county government.   

 

Pursuant to North Carolina statute, one of the District Attorney’s obligations is to advise 

law enforcement agencies within the prosecutorial district.  The DA does not arrest people or 

charge people with crimes.  When the police charge a person with a crime, the DA decides 

whether or not to prosecute the charged crime.  Generally, the DA does not review police 

decisions not to charge an individual with a crime.  However, in officer-involved shooting cases, 

the DA reviews the complete investigative file of the investigating agency.  The DA then decides 

whether he agrees or disagrees with the decision made by the police.  If the DA concludes that 

uncharged conduct should be prosecuted, the case will be submitted to a Grand Jury. 

 

If no criminal charges are filed, that does not mean the District Attorney’s Office believes 

the matter was in all respects handled appropriately from an administrative or tactical viewpoint. 

It is simply a determination that there is not a reasonable likelihood of proving criminal charges 

beyond a reasonable doubt unanimously to a jury.  This is the limit of the DA’s statutory 

authority in these matters.  The fact that a shooting may be controversial does not mean criminal 

prosecution is warranted.  Even if the DA believes a shooting was avoidable or an officer did not 

follow expected procedures or norms, that does not make it criminal.  In these circumstances, 

remedies (if any are appropriate) may be pursued by administrative or civil means.  The DA has 

no administrative or civil authority in these matters.  Those remedies are primarily in the purview 

of city and county governments, police departments and private civil attorneys. 

 

 

B. Legal standards 

 

The law recognizes an inherent right to use deadly force to protect oneself or others from 

death or great bodily harm.  This core legal principle is referred to as the right to “self-defense.”  

A police officer does not lose the right to self-defense by virtue of becoming a police officer.  

Officers are entitled to the same protections of the law as every other individual.  An imminent 

threat to the life of a police officer entitles the officer to respond in such a way as to stop that 

threat. 

 

Under North Carolina law, the burden of proof is on the State to prove beyond a 

reasonable doubt that a defendant did not act in self-defense.  The Supreme Court of North 

Carolina defined the law of self-defense in State v. Norris, 303 N.C. 526 (1981).  A killing is 

justified under North Carolina law if it appeared to a person that it was necessary to kill in order 

to save himself or others from death or great bodily harm.  The law requires that the belief in the 

necessity to kill must be reasonable under the circumstances.  Id. at 529. 
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C. Use of deadly force by a law enforcement officer 

 

The same legal standards apply to law enforcement officers and private citizens alike.  

However, officers fulfilling their sworn duty to enforce the laws of this State are often placed in 

situations in which they are required to confront rather than avoid potentially dangerous people 

and situations.   

 

 The United States Supreme Court stated, “[t]he ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of 

force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with 

the 20/20 vision of hindsight.”  Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989).  The Court further 

explained that “[t]he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police 

officers are often forced to make split-second judgments – in circumstances that are tense, 

uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 

situation.”  Id. at 396–97. 

 

D. The officer-involved shooting of Iaroslav Mosiiuk 

 

 It is clear from the accounts of people close to Mosiiuk and from the behavior that led to 

his death that the decedent was suffering from a severe mental breakdown at the time of his 

death.  Mosiiuk’s sister called police because Mosiiuk was acting irrationally, had not slept in 

days and was retrieving a rifle.  She told the 911 operator that her brother was screaming that he 

“didn’t want to live.”  She further informed the 911 operator that her brother was looking for the 

parts to the gun, and she was “hoping he doesn’t find it.”  The sister fled the house.  From the 

911 call and her interview, it is apparent that she did not know for certain whether the gun was 

operable when police arrived.  The part to which she was referring was apparently the bolt to the 

rifle.  That bolt was found in the house inside an unlocked pistol case, which contained another 

firearm.  

 

Officers Dezenzo and Walsh arrived in separate cars and approached the house.  Officer 

Dezenzo knocked on the door, which had a small window at eye level.  He announced that he 

was a police officer.  Officer Dezenzo watched through a window in the front door and saw 

Mosiiuk walking down the hall toward the front door, armed with a rifle pointed at Officer 

Dezenzo.  Officer Dezenzo yelled, “Gun!” and both he and Officer Walsh ran while Mosiiuk 

exited the house.  Officer Walsh ran toward his patrol car while Officer Dezenzo ran in the 

opposite direction.  A screen capture from Officer Dezenzo’s body-worn camera (BWC) shows 

Mosiiuk pointing a rifle at Officer Walsh while Officer Walsh ran for cover.  The photograph 

also demonstrates the location of each officer seconds before the shooting occurred.  A diagram 

based on measurements from known locations and the BWC footage is also helpful in 

determining where the officers and Mosiiuk were located. 

 

 Officer Walsh ran toward his car, seeking cover.  When he was behind his car, Officer 

Walsh turned and saw Mosiiuk facing away from him and pointing the rifle at Officer Dezenzo.  

Officer Walsh fired his handgun one time.  That shot struck Mosiiuk in the mid-back and 

resulted in death. 
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 It was later determined that while the rifle was loaded, it was inoperable.1  In the legal 

analysis of this case, that fact would only matter if Officer Walsh knew for certain the gun was 

inoperable.  There is no evidence that he or anyone else knew for certain whether the gun was 

operable.  It was reasonable for Officer Walsh to believe the gun was operable, loaded and 

capable of causing death.  The entire confrontation lasted mere seconds – most of which was 

during the time Officers Walsh and Dezenzo were running away from Mosiiuk in fear.  What 

Officer Walsh saw when he fired was a man in a firing position and pointing a rifle at his partner.  

This is sufficient justification for the use of deadly force.  The law does not require that Officer 

Walsh was correct that his fellow officer’s life was in danger.  The law requires a reasonable 

belief that the danger existed.   

 

Officer Brian Walsh 

  

 Officer Walsh stated during his interview that he arrived first to the scene and that 

Officer Dezenzo arrived behind him.   

 Officer Walsh stated that he and Officer Dezenzo exited their vehicles and began walking 

toward the home.  He told investigators he checked the side of the home, and that Officer 

Dezenzo started walking toward the front porch.   

 As Officer Walsh walked around to the left corner of the home, he heard Officer Dezenzo 

scream, “Gun!”  Officer Walsh stated that he turned the corner and saw Officer Dezenzo 

running from the porch, screaming, “Long gun, long gun, long gun.”  

 Officer Walsh told investigators he had not yet seen the gun but immediately started 

running toward the street.  As he was running, he said, he turned and saw a white male, 

later identified as Mosiiuk, “charging out the front door” armed with a rifle.  He also said 

Mosiiuk “had the rifle shouldered as if in a firing position.”  Officer Walsh stated that he 

did not have his own pistol drawn while running but did yell, “drop the gun.” 

 Officer Walsh told investigators he noticed Mosiiuk tracking him – moving himself and 

his rifle with the officer.2  

 At this point, Officer Walsh told investigators, “I was scared out of my mind and my first 

thought process was I’m not gonna see my kids tonight.” 

 Officer Walsh said he was eventually able to take cover behind his vehicle.  He said he 

checked over his shoulder and saw Mosiiuk had taken a kneeling potion, still pointing the 

rifle toward him.  Officer Walsh said Mosiiuk then pointed the rifle in Officer Dezenzo’s 

direction, and he did not know whether Officer Dezenzo had been able to take cover. 

Officer Dezenzo had previously been running with his back to Mosiiuk. 

 Officer Walsh told CMPD he then discharged his firearm one time and saw Mosiiuk drop 

the rifle and roll off the hill.3  Officer Walsh said he was approximately 15-20 yards from 

Mosiiuk when he discharged his weapon.  He said he did not hear Mosiiuk’s sister say 

anything that would have given him pause in discharging his weapon.  He also said he 

did not give Mosiiuk a verbal warning to drop the gun before he discharged his weapon 

because he was “afforded no time.”  Officer Walsh explained that Mosiiuk was in a firing 

                                                           
1 The owner of the rifle kept the bolt separate from the rifle.  Without the bolt, the rifle would not fire. 
2 This assertion is consistent with what is seen in Officer Dezenzo’s BWC footage. 
3 The rifle was recovered on the hill. 
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position with the rifle and he, civilian witnesses he had observed, and his fellow officer 

were all potentially exposed.  He therefore made the decision to fire. 

 The full transcript of Officer Walsh’s interview is attached as exhibit 1 to this report. 

 

Officer Michael Dezenzo 

  

 Officer Dezenzo told investigators he arrived to the scene and parked behind Officer 

Walsh’s patrol vehicle, stopping short of the target location.   

 He stated that he and Officer Walsh exited their vehicles without their weapons drawn 

and approached the home.   

 Officer Dezenzo told investigators he walked up the steps of the home and knocked on 

the front door while Officer Walsh was at the bottom of the steps.  

 Officer Dezenzo knocked on the door a second time and was engaged by a white male, 

later identified to be Mosiiuk, armed with a rifle.  Officer Dezenzo said the door was still 

shut, but Mosiiuk was pointing the rifle at him through one of the door’s front windows.  

He also said Mosiiuk yelled, “What do you want?”  

 Officer Dezenzo then yelled, “gun, gun, gun” and ran down the steps and across the 

street.  He said Officer Walsh ran toward the patrol vehicles.  He also said he did not hear 

Officer Walsh say anything while running. 

 Officer Dezenzo stated that he saw Mosiiuk come to the end of the driveway and take a 

“kneeling shooting position.”  He also described the rifle as having an optical scope on it. 

 Officer Dezenzo told investigators he was running away from Mosiiuk when he heard a 

gunshot.  He stated, “I was running and I remember thinking gotta keep moving, get to 

cover and when that gunshot went off I remember thinking I’m not hit, there’s more 

coming . . . get to cover I’m outgunned….” 

 Officer Dezenzo stated that Mosiiuk was swinging the rifle toward him.  “I expected 

there to be gunfire and to be shot,” Officer Dezenzo told investigators.   

 The full transcript of Officer Dezenzo’s interview is attached as exhibit 2 to this report. 

 

Olesya Tabaka 

 

 Ms. Tabaka was interviewed by CMPD on March 8, 2017, at approximately 3:15 p.m. 

 She is the biological sister of Mosiiuk, and the incident occurred at her home.  She 

observed the incident while ducking behind Officer Walsh’s vehicle beside Officer 

Walsh.  

 Ms. Tabaka told CMPD that she followed two police vehicles to her home after calling 

911 and seeing them respond to her call.  She said the reason she had left the home and 

called 911 was because her brother had a gun, and she believed Mosiiuk to be having a 

psychotic episode. 

 According to the transcript of her 911 call, Ms. Tabaka told the 911 operator, “I think 

he’s having a mental breakdown.  I think he’s not right.”  She also said to the 911 

operator that her brother (Mosiiuk) was “trying to grab my boyfriend’s gun and I just left 

the house.  My boyfriend . . . he legally has several guns, I mean we hid all the … ya 

know, the parts of the gun but I don’t know, he’s searching the house right now.”4  Later 

                                                           
4 The 911 transcript of this call is attached as Exhibit 3. 
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in the call, when speaking about the “missing part”5 of the gun, she said was “hoping he 

doesn’t find it.” 

 During her interview with detectives, Ms. Tabaka stated that she saw two officers exit 

their vehicles and approach the home.  She said they did not have their guns drawn but 

that they did have their hands on their guns while knocking on the door of the home. 

 Ms. Tabaka said Mosiiuk then opened the door with a rifle in his hand, and police 

officers retreated from the home.  She also said Mosiiuk began yelling at the officers and 

ran out of the home with the rifle.  She said she does not remember how Mosiiuk was 

holding the rifle.  

 Ms. Tabaka told CMPD that she began screaming at the officers, “please don’t shoot 

him,” “don’t kill him,” “he’s just being crazy,” “he doesn’t know how to,” and “I don’t 

think he found all the parts.”   

 She told detectives that she did not know whether Mosiiuk had in fact found all of the 

parts to the rifle.  She stated, “I think he could’ve found it … I don’t even know if he 

found it or not.” 

 She said she saw one of the officers fire a single shot and then saw Mosiiuk fall to the 

ground. 

 Ms. Tabaka also provided insight into Mosiiuk’s mental state just prior to the incident.  

She told investigators the decedent had not been sleeping for days and appeared to have 

had some sort of psychotic break, stating “he just went psychotic is what I think 

happened.” 

 In addition, Ms. Tabaka told investigators Mosiiuk had recently been talking about 

suicide, and she stated “it’s almost like he committed suicide or something by doing what 

he did today.” 

 The full transcript of her interview is attached as exhibit 4 to this report. 

 

Civilian witness #1 

 

 This witness was interviewed by CMPD on March 8, 2017, at approximately 1:51 p.m. 

 She witnessed the incident from the passenger seat of a car parked across the street, 

facing the scene.  The witness explained that she was “laying low” in her seat but “saw 

everything.” 

 She told CMPD that two police officers arrived to the scene and approached the home.  

She said both officers were wearing uniforms.  

 After the officers approached the home, the witness said, a woman came over to her and 

stated that her brother was having a “breakdown.” 

 The witness told CMPD that the officers walked up to the home and then abruptly ran 

away from the home saying, “run.”  She said she witnessed a white male, later identified 

as Mosiiuk, coming from the home “with a large gun in his hand.”  The witness then told 

CMPD that Mosiiuk stopped on “that hill,” gazed around and then began pointing the gun 

toward the police officers.  “[H]e pointed it across in my direction, and then he pointed it 

up towards the other officer and that’s when you heard the first fire.”  The witness said 

she heard one shot then saw the man fall on his back. 

                                                           
5 It appears that the witness is referring to the bolt of the gun.  The bolt was kept separate from the rifle. 
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 She clarified that she did not see the shooter, but she said she heard the shot come from 

“up the street.” 

 The witness said that Mosiiuk did not “die right away,” but that he stood up after he was 

shot, waived his gun and then fell again. 

 She clarified that the man with the rifle never shot his gun. 

 

Civilian witness #2 

 

 This witness was interviewed by CMPD on March 8, 2017. 

 He was working for the City of Charlotte’s water department at the time of the incident 

and observed the incident through the rearview mirror of his parked work vehicle.  

 The witness told CMPD he saw three vehicles arrive to the scene in the following order: a 

police SUV, a police car and a black Mercedes-Benz. One officer exited the SUV, a 

second officer excited the car and a woman exited the Mercedes-Benz. 

 The witness said the two officers walked up to the home and then ran from the home in 

separate directions.  He said one officer ran behind a vehicle and that neither officer 

appeared to be holding a gun at this time. 

 He told CMPD that a “white or Hispanic” male, later identified a Mosiiuk, appeared 

holding a rifle.  He said Mosiiuk “came down like getting one knee” and seemed to be 

pointing the rifle.  The witness told CMPD that he heard the officer near the vehicle say, 

“drop the gun.”  He then “heard something go pow” and saw Mosiiuk fall.  The witness 

said he only heard one shot and did not see where the shot came from but believed it 

came from near a police vehicle. 

 

Eugene Kemoko Conde 

 

 The witness was interviewed by CMPD on March 8, 2017, at approximately 3:18 p.m. 

 Mr. Conde does not have first-hand knowledge of the incident. His girlfriend, Olesya 

Tabaka, described the incident to him on the day in question. 

 Mr. Conde told CMPD that on the day of the incident, he arrived to the scene after the 

incident had already occurred.  He said he then approached his girlfriend, Mosiiuk’s 

sister, Ms. Tabaka. 

 Mr. Conde said Ms. Tabaka gave him the following information: 

 The police arrived to the scene and came to the door of the home. 

 Mosiiuk came out of the home screaming and holding a rifle 

 The police ran away from the home, and one of the officers shot Mosiiuk.  Only one 

shot was fired, and Ms. Tabaka did not see which officer fired it.  

 The transcript of this witness’ interview is attached as exhibit 5. 

 

 

E. Forensic evidence 

 

 One casing was found at the scene.  That is consistent with Officer Walsh firing one shot.  

The rifle held by Mosiiuk was recovered.  It was missing the bolt, however, the rifle did have a 
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magazine with live .308 rounds and a round in the chamber.  Without the bolt, however, the rifle 

would not have been operable. 

 

 The Medical Examiner’s report indicates that Mosiiuk died from a single gunshot wound 

to the mid-back.  This is consistent with the witness accounts and consistent with the account 

given by Officer Walsh that he fired at Mosiiuk while Mosiiuk was pointing the rifle at Officer 

Dezenzo.  The Medical Examiner’s report is attached as exhibit 6. 

 

 

F. Conclusion 

 

 While the death of Iaroslav Mosiiuk is certainly a tragedy, it is not a crime.  Officer 

Walsh was dealing with a mentally ill subject pointing a rifle at him, his partner and nearby 

civilians.  The officer’s decision to fire his weapon is justified under the law of self-defense.  The 

evidence fully supports the conclusion that Officer Walsh was reasonable in his belief that 

deadly force was necessary. 

 

 We now know that Mosiiuk’s rifle was not operable.  But in the midst of the rapidly 

evolving circumstances of this incident, Officer Walsh could only observe the following: 

Mosiiuk exited a home with a rifle pointed at fleeing officers, there were innocent civilians in the 

immediate vicinity, Mosiiuk placed himself in a firing position and Mosiiuk aimed the rifle at 

Officer Dezenzo’s back.  Without having any certainty about whether Mosiiuk had been able to 

find the rifle’s reportedly missing part, it would be reasonable for any person who witnessed 

these events to believe his own life, the life of another officer and the lives of nearby civilians 

could be at risk of death or serious bodily injury.  In fact, when the fatal shot was fired, Officer 

Dezenzo said he believed he was about to be shot by Mosiiuk. 

 

It is unfortunate that there was not more time for the officers to interact with Mosiiuk and 

attempt to diffuse the situation.  Had the officers been given that luxury, perhaps they could have 

reasoned with him or even had the opportunity to learn the rifle was not operable.  However, we 

cannot view these events from the comfort of our desks after cool reflection.  The analysis in 

every self-defense case requires that we put ourselves in the position of the person who used 

deadly force.  Officer Walsh was running from a man wielding a rifle and was not granted the 

luxury of time and reflection.  Instead, he had to make a split-second decision.  In this case, I 

have concluded that his decision was lawful and his use of deadly force was justified. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact me directly.       

        

 

Sincerely, 

    
 

      R. Andrew Murray     

      District Attorney  
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The rifle Mosiiuk was holding when shot                                                       (return to text) 
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Close-up of rifle        (return to text) 
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Image from Officer Dezenzo’s BWC      (return to text)   
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Image from Officer Walsh’s BWC       (return to text) 
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Image from Officer Walsh’s BWC       (return to text)  
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Diagram         (Return to text) 
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Photograph of rifle bolt        (return to text) 
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